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The Banach spaces with the bounded compact approximation property are 
characterized by the completeness of measures of noncompactness. Applications to 
the theory of semi-Fredholm operators and to the algebraic properties of their 
canonical images in the Calkin algebra are discussed. ‘T-J 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be a bounded subset of a Banach space E. The measure of noncom- 
pactness of D, y(D), is defined as the inlimum over all r’s such that D can 
be covered with a finite number of balls B(x, r) = ( y E E: 11 y -XII < r} with 
radius r. Equivalently, y(D) = inf{r > 0: D c K+ rB,, K compact}. Here 
B,= B(0, 1) stands for the closed unit ball of E. 
The measure of noncompactness of TE 2’(E, F), a bounded linear 
operator between the Banach spaces E and F, is also denoted by y and is 
given by 
Y(T) = Y( T&J. 
It is easily seen that y(T) has the following properties: 
Y(T+W~Y(T)+Y(R y(aT) = I4 Y(T); (1) 
y(T) = 0 if and only if TE X(E, F), the space of all compact 
operators; (2) 
Y(T)< IITII; (3) 
Y(W~Y(T)Y(W. (4) 
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Moreover, the sharp estimates 
y( g/2 d y( T’) 6 2y( T) (5) 
have been proved by Goldenstein and Markus [9]. Here T’ denotes the 
transpose of T. 
According to (1) and (2) y induces a norm in the Calkin algebra 
g’(E) = Y( Q/X(E) or, more generally, in the spaces Y(E, F)/X(E, F). Jn 
Section 2 we show that the norm induced by ;’ is complete in every 
quotient Y(E, F)/X( E, F) if and only if F has the bounded compact 
approximation property. Moreover, we present an example of a Banach 
space E such that W(E) is not complete with respect to y. In Section 3 
similar characterizations are given in terms of the semi-Fredholm 
operators. 
The question concerning the completeness of 1’ has arisen naturally in 
several connections (see, for instance, [4, 6, 8, 14, 17, 221). Therefore, the 
above results enable us to answer some open problems. For example, let 
n: Y(E) + %2’(E) be the canonical projection and H,(W(E)) be the set of 
those elements of W(E) that are not left topological divisors of zero. It is 
known (see [ 14, Corollary 6.91) that if E is subprojective and has the 
bounded compact approximation property, then 
4@+ (E)) = HAWE)). (6) 
Here @ + (E) denotes the set of upper semi-Fredholm operators of E. 
Gramsch and Lay [lo] have posed the question whether (6) is valid for all 
Banach spaces (see also [4]). In Section 3, Theorem 3.5, we prove that (6) 
does not hold in general, not even in the class of all subprojective Banach 
spaces E. The corresponding problem concerning H,(V?(E)) and the lower 
semi Fredholm operators is solved as a corollary. 
2. APPROXIMATION PROPERTIES 
2.1. DEFINITION. A Banach space E is said to have the IU-compact 
approximation property (briefly, E.-CAP) if for each compact subset D c E 
and for each E > 0 there exists a compact operator KE .X(E) such that 
Here id .Y = x. Furthermore, E has the bounded compact approximation 
property (BCAP) if it has the A-CAP for some jL 3 1. 
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Most Banach spaces are known to have the bounded compact 
approximation property, but by a theorem of P. Enflo [7] there exists a 
Banach space without the BCAP (see also [16, p. 1111). 
Definition 2.1 is in slight discrepancy with the standard definition of the 
bounded approximation property: A Banach space E is said to have the 
bounded approximation property if there is a 1 >O such that for every 
compact subset D and for every E > 0 one can find a finite rank operator 
R:E+Ewith 
l[Rx-xil GE, XED; IIRII d 2. 
However, as Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 show, it is Definition 2.1 that best suits 
our purposes. 
Let 11 TII c denote the essential norm of TE .Y(E, E), i.e., the distance from 
the compact operators, 
IITI~.=inf(IIT-Kll: KEX(E, F)}. 
Since y(T) < II TII, (by (l), (2) and (3)), y defines a complete norm in 
Z(E, F)/X(E, F) if and only if II T/I, d py( T) for some ,u > 0 depending 
only on E and F. 
We begin with a characterization of the A-CAP 
2.2. THEOREM (Lebow and Schechter [ 141). Suppose that the Banach 
space F has the L-CAP. Then 
II TII r G h4 T), TE Y(E, F). (8) 
For the converse we have 
2.3. THEOREM. Let F be a Banach space. If 
II TII e < MT) 
holds for every operator TE Y( E, F)\X(E, F) and for every Banach space 
E, then F has the I-CAP. 
Proof: Suppose F does not have the I-compact approximation 
property, i.e., there exists a compact subset D c F and an E > 0 such that if 
(7) holds for an operator K: F + F, then K is not compact. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that D is absolutely convex. 
Denote 
A=~B,+D. 
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Since A is bounded, closed, absolutely convex and absorbing, its 
Minkowski functional I/x(/ A = inf{ t > 0: x E tA } gives an equivalent norm 
in F. 
Define 
E=(F> Il. I/A) (9) 
and let T: E + F be the identity operator, TX = .Y. If now K E 6p( E, F) and 
lIK- TII < E, that is, 
sup IIT.x-Kxl( GE, 
YEBE 
we see that (Ix - Kxll = II TX - Kxll d E for every x E D c B,. Similarly, 
In other words, K satisfies the conditions (7). Therefore K cannot be com- 
pact and consequently I( TII e > E. However, TB, = (E/E.) B, + D, which yields 
y(T) = E/J. and /I TIJ. 3 iy( T). This proves the claim. 1 
S. Heinrich [13] has earlier applied the above ideas to the study of the 
compact approximation property and the theory of discrete approximation 
in Banach spaces. 
Imitating the terminology of [ 121, one might say that a space E has the 
/I + compact approximation property if it has (2 + &)-CAP for every E > 0. 
Then, by Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, a Banach space F has the (A + )-CAP if 
and only if (8) is valid for all operators TE Y(E, F) and for all Banach 
spaces E. 
2.4. Remark. The bounded approximation property has a similar 
characterization. In fact, if d(E, F) denotes the uniform closure of the 
finite rank operators R E L!‘( E, F), write 
dist(T,.d(E,F))=inf{/IT-R(l:RE.ol(E,F)). 
Then F has the BAP if and only if there exists a p > 0 such that 
dist(T, d(E, F)) 6 p.y(T) (10) 
holds for every Banach space E and for every TE .Y’(E, F). This statement 
follows with obvious modifications from the proofs of Theorems 2.2 and 
2.3. 
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2.5. THEOREM. A Banach space F has the bounded compact 
approximation property if and only if the quotient (L?‘(E, F)/X(E, F); y) is 
complete for every Banach space E. 
Proof: The necessity follows from the theorem of Lebow and Schechter 
(Theorem 2.2). 
On the other hand, if F does not have the A-CAP for any 2 >O, by 
Theorem 2.3 there exists for each n E N a Banach space E, and an operator 
T,z E Z(E,, F) with 
1 = llTnIl.2n~(T,J. 
Let now 
E=(E,@E,@E3@ . ..).p (11) 
be the fP-sum of the spaces E,, 1 <p < cc (cf. [ 15, p. xii]). Furthermore, let 
P,: E + E, be the canonical projections and define 
R, = T,, P, E L?( E, F), nEN. 
Obviously y(R,) = y( T,) -+ 0 as n + co. To prove the equalities (I R, JIc = 1, 
take an operator KE X(E, F) and denote by J,,: E,, + E the canonical 
embeddings. Since )( R, - KII 2 1) T,, - KJ, II > II T, II c = 1, and since (I R, I( p = 
(( T, P, /I e < II T,, Ilc = 1, we indeed have II R, (I c = 1, n E N. Hence y cannot be 
complete in L?(E, F)/X(E, F). 1 
It remains open whether in Theorem 2.5 it suffices to assume the com- 
pleteness of y only in the Calkin algebra V(F) = L.Z’(F)/X(F). However, we 
have the following: 
2.6. EXAMPLE. Let F be a Banach space without the BCAP and con- 
struct the space E as in (11). Then y is not complete in the Calkin algebra 
%(E,), E, = E@ F. 
In fact, as in the proof of the previous theorem we can find a sequence of 
operators R, E di”(E, F) with 1 = II R, IJy 3 ny(R,), n E N. It is easily seen that 
if 
S, E 2(&d; S,,(e,f) = (0, R,e), 
then y(S,) =y(R,). Moreover, if KEY, then K= K, @ Kz with 
K, EX(E,,, E) and K2 EX(E,, F). Hence 
II&-Kll Z IIRz-K,J,lI 2 llRzll,= 1, 
where J, : E -+ E,, denotes the canonical inclusion. From this we see that 
I(,!?,,/[,= 1 and y(S,) d l/n, for each nE N. Thus the normed algebra 
(%?(E,); y) cannot be complete. 
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In particular, if E0 is as in Example 2.6, then y induces a topology in the 
Calkin algebra %?:(I&) that is strictly weaker than the one induced by Ij . 11 r.
In contrast to this we would like to point out the following known (and 
equivalent) results that remain valid in all complex Banach spaces E: 
(u) The group of invertible elements of the Calkin algebra g(E) is 
open in the I/ /I,-topology as well as in the topology induced by y (see 
18, 221). 
(B) lim,, + x y(T”)““=lim,,, 11 TII a”’ = rO (n(T)), where 71: LZ’( E) + 
‘8(E) is the natural projection and t-,(x(T)) the spectral radius of n(T) (cf. 
C6, 8, 14, 171). 
2.7. Remark. Various different measures of noncompactness have 
appeared in the literature. Most of them are equivalent to y and thus one 
may characterize the approximation properties with the help of such 
measures, too. As examples we mention the Kuratowski measure of non- 
compactness z(T) = inf{ r > 0: TB, can be covered by a finite number of 
sets with diameter less than r} and 
It can be shown that y(T) <a(T) < 2y( T) and y(T)/2 <m(T) = 
v( T’) d 2y( T) (see Formulae (5) and [20]). For more details on other 
measures of noncompactness we refer to [ 1, 3, 14, 17, and 201. 
Finally, we apply Theorem 2.5 to obtain a “dual” result. 
2.8. PROPOSITION. Let E be a Banach space. Then E’ has the BCAP if 
and only if the quotients (Y(E, F)JS(E, F); y) are complete for all dual 
spuces F. 
Pro?/: Note first that by the classical Schauder theorem 
for every TE .Y(E, F). Moreover, if F is a dual space, there exists a norm 
one projection from F’ onto F and so 
lIT”/I.= lITI/.. 
Hence, if E’ has the BCAP and TE Z(& F) for some dual space F, we have 
II T(l(, = /) T” /I (, d II T II e < Cy( T’) d 2Cy( T) by Theorem 2.5 and the formulae 
(5). 
To prove the sufficiency part, take a TE Y(G, E’), where G is some 
Banach space, and let J,: E -+ E” denote the natural inclusion. Then 
T’J,< E .9’( E, G’) and since G’ is a dual space, )I TJ, (I E f Cy( T’JE) f 2Cy( T) 
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for a consl nt C independent of T. Therefore we may apply the identity 
( JE)’ J, = id,. and estimate 
lITlIe= IlJiJ~Tlle= IIJk~J,lleG llT’J,II,~2Q(T). (12) 
As (12) is true for all operators TE _LP(G, E’), E’ has the BCAP by 
Theorem 2.5. 1 
2.9. PROBLEM. If E’ has the BCAP, is (Y(E, F)/X(E, F); y) complete 
for every Banach space F? 
In case E’ has the BAP the answer to the problem is positive (use the 
formulae (5) and [2, Theorem 31). 
3. APPLICATIONS 
Operators TE g(E, F) with closed range and finite dimensional null 
space are called upper semi-Fredholm operators. The class of all upper semi- 
Fredholm operators from E to F is denoted by @+ (E, F). The lower semi- 
Fredholm operators, denoted by @ _ (E, F), are operators with finite 
codimensional range. The intersection @(E, F) = @ + (E, F) n @_ (E, F) 
consists of the Fredholm operators. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Suppose A E LY(E, F). If for each Banach space G 
there exists a constant C such that 
/ITIl.~CII~TII.> TE Z(G, El, (13) 
then A E @ + (E, F). 
Proof: Let A4 c E be an infinite dimensional subspace and J,: A4 4 E 
the inclusion map. Since J, is not compact, (I J, )( e > 0 and so /I AJ, I( e > 0; 
that is, the restriction Al ,,,, is not compact. Hence A E @+ (E, F) by [ 19, 
Theorem 231. 1 
For the converse, recall that if E has the BCAP, then by Corollary 4.9 in 
[ 141 every operator A E @+ (E, F) satisfies the inequalities (13). However, 
in general this does not hold. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. A Banach space E has the BCAP if and only if the 
following condition is valid for all Banach spaces F, G: 
For every A E @ + (E, F) there is a constant C > 0 such that 
II VI e d ‘AA TII e > TE 8(G, E). (14) 
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Proqf As we already noted, in case E has the bounded compact 
approximation property [ 141, Corollary 4.9 implies the inequality (14). 
If ,f is a set, write L,? for the Banach space of all bounded scalar map- 
pings on .a equipped with the supremum norm. We may take the index set 
.a so large that there exists an isometry J: E + L,:. Obviously 
JE @ + (E, L”, ). If the formula (14) is assumed to hold, then 
where the equality follows, for example, from Corollary 5.6 in [ 11. By 
Theorem 2.5, E has the bounded compact approximation property. n 
Next we consider the algebraic properties of n(A) when A E @ + (E). Here 
7~: Y(E) -+ %?(E) = 2’( E)/X( E) 
denotes the natural projection onto the Calkin algebra g(E). If .d is any 
Banach algebra, let HI(&) (H,(d)) stand for the set of those elements of 
.d that are not left (right) topological divisors of zero. Lebow and 
Schechter have shown that 
4@+ (E)) = N,(WE)) (15) 
whenever E has the BCAP and E is subprojective: 
3.3. DEFINITION. A Banach space E is subprojective, if each infinite 
dimensional (closed) subspace Fc E has an infinite dimensional subspace 
F,, c F that is complemented in E. 
For example, co, I’( 1 <p < co) and Lp [0, l] (2 <p < XI) are subprojec- 
tive. In the sequel we shall construct a subprojective Banach space E for 
which (I 5) is false. For that purpose we need 
3.4. LEMMA. Suppose 1 <p < og. If for each n E N, E, is a Banach space 
isomorphic to a subspace of I’, then 
E=(E,@E,@E,@ . ..).P 
is subprojective. 
Proof: Let Cc E be a subspace with dim G= cc and denote by 
P,, : E -+ E, the natural projection. 
We have two possibilities. Suppose first that for every k E N there exists a 
g E G such that 
(16) 
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Then we may use the method of [ 18, Lemma 21 to construct a complemen- 
ted basic sequence { gk}pZ , c G: For g, choose any vector in G with 
llg, (I= 1 and take m, EN such that 
By (16) there exists a g, E G with /I g, 11 = 1 and 
Find then m2 E N so that 
Continuing this process we obtain a sequence {gk}F=i c G and an 
increasing sequence (mk}ps, of natural numbers with the properties 
If we define 
the normalized vectors wk = zk/[Izk (I satisfy 
iIWk-gkiI d2~/gk--k~~ 62-k-3. (17) 
Since wk belongs to the direct sum of E,, 1 + mk- i d n < mk, that is, the 
wk’s are situated in disjoint “blocks,” (wk}pZ, is a normalized basic 
sequence (cf. [ 15, Proposition l.a.31) with basis constant K= 1. The linear 
span of { wk}p=, is complemented in E. In fact, if Fk denotes the direct sum 
of E,,, 1 + mk _ i d n d mk and Jk : Fk + E is the natural injection, take a one 
dimensional norm one projection Qk E 2’(FK) onto the span of wk. Then 
p= f- JkQk g 
( 
P” EaE) 
k=l II= I+mk-, > 
is a projection onto the span of {wk}F= ,. Moreover, lIPI/ = 1. 
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f Ilw,-gk(/ ~2-~ f. 2pk= l/S= 1/(8KIIPII). 
A=I k=l 
Proposition l.a.9(ii) in [ 151 shows now that the infinite dimensional sub- 
space of G spanned by the g,‘s is complemented in E. 
The other possibility may be taken care of in a simpler manner. If (16) 
does not hold for some k E N, then there exists a C < x such that 
Since the sum of the k spaces E,, 1 d n <k, is isomorphic to a subspace of 
I”, we may assume that k = 1 in (18). In that case 
IIP, gll G II gll G C/l p, g/l, gE G. 
In particular dim P, G = co and so P, G has an infinite dimensional sub- 
space G, that is complemented in E,. 
Let P, E d;p(E,) be the projection onto G, and TE~P(P,G, G) the 
isomorphism defined by T(P, g) =g. As P, Ty = y for every J E P, G, the 
operator 
P E Y(E), Px= TP,P,x 
is a projection onto an infinite dimensional subspace of G. 1 
We are ready for the main result of this section. 
3.5. THEOREM. There exists a subprojective Banach space E such that 
4@+ (E)) f H,(V’(E)). 
Moreover, E can be chosen wflexive. 
Proof. Fix a p E (1, co), p # 2, and take a subspace Fc IF without the 
bounded compact approximation property (cf. [ 16, Theorem l.g.6.1). By 
the proof of Theorem 2.3 there exist a sequence of Banach spaces F,,, n E N. 
each isomorphic to F, and operators T, E Z( F,,, F) such that 
IIT,lle= 1, y( T,) d l/n. 
According to Lemma 3.4, 
E=(IP@F@F,@F2@F3@ . ..).p 
is subprojective. As 1 < p < co, E is also reflexive. 
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With the help of an isometry 
U: (lp @ F),p + Ip 
we define the operator 
A E JYE), A(x,f,f,,f,,...)= (Wf), w-l,f2,...). 
Clearly A is isometric. In particular, A E @+ (E). Set now 
R,, E JW), R,kf,f,,f,,...) = (0, T,,.L 0, O,...). 
Reasoning as in the proofs of Theorem 2.5 and Example 2.6 it is easily seen 
that 
lIR,ll,= lITnIl,= 1, nEb4. (19) 
On the other hand, AR,(x,f,f,,f, ,...) = (U(0, T,f,), O? 0, 0 ,... ). Therefore, if 
J: F -+ (Ip @ F)p denotes the inclusion Jf= (O,f), 
IL% llc = II UJTn lie. 
But UJT,, E 2’(F,, Ip) and since I p has the BCAP an application of 
Theorem 2.2 yields 
IIAR,ll.6Cy(~JT,)6Cy(T,)6C/n, nchI(. (20) 
By (19) and (20) n(A) $ H,(%‘(E)) even though A E @+ (E). 1 
Note. The inclusion H,(%‘(E)) c rr(@+ (E)) is valid in all subprojective 
Banach spaces [ 14, Theorem 6.81. 
Theorem 3.5 answers in the negative the Problem 1 in [4]. In fact, 
Buoni, Harte and Wickstead considered the question of the equality of the 
spectra 
o&(A)= {zE@: A-z.id#@+(E)} 
r:!(A)= {zFC: n(A)-z.id$H,(Q?(E))), 
or, even more generally, of the corresponding spectra of n-tuples of 
operators, and presented some information supporting the conjecture 
a& (A) = ~2: (A). However, if A E Y(E) is the isometry of the proof of 
Theorem 3.5, then 0 E rz$ (A)\a& (A). 
Most of the preceding results have their counterpart in the theory of 
@- -operators. Note first that if E is superprojective and has the BCAP 
then by Theorems 3.6, 5.5 and 6.10 in [14] 
4@- (El) = ff,W(E)). 
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Recall that a Banach space E is called superprojective if every subspace 
F c E of infinite codimension is contained in a complemented subspace F,, 
also having infinite codimension. According to a theorem of Whitley [21, 
Corollary 4.71, if E is reflexive, then E is subprojective if and only if E’ is 
superprojective. Combining this fact with Theorem 3.5 yields 
3.6. COROLLARY. There exists a superprojective Banach space F such 
that 
Proqf Let E and A E @ + (E) be as in the proof of Theorem 3.5. Then 
A’ E @ (E’) (see [S, p. 7-81) and since E is reflexive and subprojective, E 
is superprojective. As n(A) is a left topological divisor of zero, there exists a 
sequence { T, } ;= , c Z(E) with 
II T,, II e = 1; II A T,, II <z -+ 0, n-m. 
Because E is a dual space, we see as in Proposition 2.8 that /I T:, Ilp = /I 7, I/ (, 
and ilTI,A’(I.= llAT,II,. Consequently, rc(A’)$H,(??(E))). 1 
3.7. PROPOSITION. Let A E Y(E, F). If far every Banach space G there 
exists a constant C such that 
II TII <, G CII TA II <z, 7-6 Y(F, G), (21) 
then A E @ (E, F). 
Proqf Suppose TE Z(F, G). By Theorems 3.1 and 5.5 in [14] it suf- 
fices to show that y(T) < C’y( TA), where C’ is independent of T. 
Choose an index set 9 large enough and an isometry J: G --f L.; . It 
follows easily from the definition of y(T) that >I( T) < Zy(JT). In addition, 
!(JTII, = y( T’) d 2y( T) (cf. [ 1, Corollary 5.61). Thus the inequality (21) 
implies 
y(T) <MY d 2IlJTIl. < ‘CIlJTAll, < Ky(TA). 1 
Again, the converse holds only under special assumptions on the spaces 
involved. 
3.8. PROPOSITION. The dual F of a Banach space F has the BCAP if’and 
only if the following condition is valid for all Banach spaces E, G: 
If A E @ (E, F), there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
II Tll e d CII 7’A II c, TE S?( F, G’). (22) 
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Proof: In case F has the BCAP, the estimate (22) follows from 
Proposition 2.8 and [ 14, Theorem 5.51. 
If 9 is a set and f is a scalar valued map on 3, define 
VI1 = C 
XE.9 
If.(s)l-SUP{ C l.h)l:Hc.Pfinite). 
XGH 
The set 1,: of all mappings f with llfil, < co is a Banach space. When the 
index set Y is large enough one can construct a surjection Q E 9(/l,, P) 
which maps the closed unit ball of 1: onto B,. By [l, Theorem 3.81, 
I( TQll e = y(T) for every linear operator T on F. 
To deduce the bounded compact approximation property from (22) we 
apply the inequality to A = Q. Since Q E 0 _ (l,‘, , F), 
lITlIe< CllTQll.= G(T), TE cY(F, G’), 
and the claim follows from Proposition 2.8. 1 
As the last application we note that Theorem 2.5 answers in the negative 
a problem concerning a construction of Buoni, Harte and Wickstead [4, 
Definition 21: Let I”(E) denote the space of all bounded sequences in E 
equipped with the supremum norm and m(E) the subspace of I”(E) con- 
sisting of precompact sequences. Every TE Y(E, F) induces an operator 
P(T): I”(E)/m(E) --) Z”(F)@(F) 
with a norm equivalent to y, IIP(T)ll <Y(T)GW(T)II (cf. Cl4 
Theorem 21). Hence the mapping rc( T) + P(T) is injective and norm- 
decreasing, II P( T))] 6 IIrr( T)Ij = II TIl.. Buoni, Harte and Wickstead asked 
whether this mapping is also bounded below. From Theorem 2.5 we see 
that this is not always the case. 
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